JUMP (FOR YOUR LOVE) INTERMEDIATE LINE

Record: JUMP (FOR YOUR LOVE) by the Pointer Sisters, Planet (RCA) YB-13780
45 r.p.m. Time: 3:59

Choreo: Tandy Barrett, Possum Trot Workshop Team, Stone Mt., GA

Intro: Wait 16 Beats (after drum beats). Start left foot

PART A - 16 beats
DS DS DS *STEP *(1/2 turn right) DS DS RS RS (facing back)
L R L R to face back) L R LR LR
&1 &2 &3 &4 &5 &6 &7 &8

REPEAT PART A to end facing front (using same foot work)

PART B - 32 beats
STEP CLOSE STEP STEP CLOSE STEP (Moving to left)
L R R L R R
&1 & 2 &3 & & & 4
DT *HEELS OUT *HEELS IN *HEELS OUT *HEELS IN HEEL(down) ROCK STEP
L L & R L & R L & R L & L R L & L R L
& 5 & 6 & 7 & 8

* After the double toe, rise on both balls of feet, and pivot on them to move heels in and out. You might want to "click" heels as they come "in" - makes a nice sound. The pivots are fast!

DS TCH (Heel in Front) SL TCH (Toe in back) SL BR SL DS
R L R L R L R L
&9 & 10 & 11 & 12 &13
TCH(heel in front) SL TCH(toe in back) SL BR SL
R L R L R L
& 14 & 15 & 16

REPEAT ALL OF PART B using opposite footwork - moving to the right.

PART C - 32 beats
DS DS DS HOP (moving forward) DS DS DS HOP (moving forward)
L R L L R L R R
&1 &2 &3 &4 &5 &6 &7 &8

DS DS DS BR SL (moving forward)
L R L R L
&9 &10 &11 &12

DS(XIF) RS RS RS (turn 1/2 left to face back)
R LR LR LR
&13 &14 &15 &16

REPEAT ALL OF C - same footwork moving to back of hall and make 1/2 turn to face front.
JUMP (FOR YOUR LOVE) CON'T

PART D - 1 (Chorus - "Jump!") - 16 beats

JUMP with both feet 1/4 to left

L & R

& 1

HEEL 1/4 turn right to face front

L & 2

DS RS DS RS DS RS

R L R

&3 &4 &5 &6 &7 &8

REPEAT D-1

PART D - 2 16 beats

DS DS DS RS (variation of Steve Smith's step)

L R L RL

&1 &2 &3 &4

DS DS BRUSH(H) HEEL Pivot 1/2 left STEP

R L R L

&5 &6 &7 &8

REPEAT D - 2 to turn to face front

BRIDGE I - 72 beats (watch it - don't get mixed up)

You will make a "box" on floor.

DS DS DS (SLUR)STEP DS DS DS RS (moving to the left)

L R L L RL

&1 &2 &3 &4 &5 &6 &7 &8

DS RS RS RS (3/4 turn right to face new wall) DS RS DS RS

R LR LR LR L R

&9 &10 &11 &12 &13 &14 &15 &16

REPEAT All of above 3 more times. The last (3/4 turn will face to front).

Don't forget the 2 DS RS's! You will face each wall. Your back to "center" of box. XX See below.

DS BR(XIF) SL DS BR(XIF) SL DS BR(XIF) SL DS BR(XIF) SL

L R L R L R L R L R

&1 &2 &3 &4 &5 &6 &7 &8

SEQUENCE:

A B B C D-1 D-2, D-1 D-2

A B C D-1 D-2, D-1 D-2

BRIDGE

1/2 D-1 D-2

D-1 D-2

D-1 D-2

D-1 D-2